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MT201 Ram-Nek

PREMIUM HEAVY DUTY HATCH COVER TAPE
Is a single component, factory extruded 1,22 meter long strip of high-adhesive plastic formed to the proper crosssection between two protective wrappers, one of which is silicone coated for easy stripping (brown paper). The
other is non-removae clear polypropylene covering which remains in place over the adhesive to allow “foot pressure” on the tape during application. It offers the ultimate protection for water sensitive cargo and provides that
extra confidence in protected cargo. It can help protect against the number one cause of cargo damage – leaking
covers.
Available sizes
3” x 4 feet / 60 Strips per Box
4” x 4 feet / 30 Strips per Box
6” x 4 feet / 30 Strips per Box

MT202 MARITAPE

60 PREMIUM MEDIUM DUTY HATCH COVER TAPE
Is recommended for marine applications where the weather and sea conditions can be moderate and predictable,
and only demand a medium strength tape. Makes it possible to aquire reliable, flexible and effective medium duty
sealing for the hatch cover. Offers far greater strength than duct tape but does not quite equal the HD critical
strength Marine Tape Is a thicker tape than the 40 mills, so provide better strength.
Available size—6” / 4 each 36 ft rolls per box

MT212 MARITAPE

40 MEDIUM DUTY HATCH COVER TAPE
Is recommended for marine applications where the weather and sea conditions can be moderate and predictable,
and only demand a medium strength tape. Makes it possible to aquire reliable, flexible and effective medium duty
sealing for the hatch cover. Offers far greater strength than duct tape but does not quite equal the HD critical
strength Marine Tape.
Available sizes—4” / 4 each 50 ft rolls per box

6” / 4 each 50 ft rolls per box

